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Campus Springs Into Fitness with Health
Fair and Pacethe Nation FitnessChallenge
It's that time of year again, pants who complete a five week
lie weather is getting warmer fitness program, where the fitness
nd everyone has got the urge to miles of all participants would be
0 outside. Whether it's to work added together to simulate a
1 the yard or garden, or to work cross country journey ending
n a tan, if you are like most May 9th.
Maybe you have been putting
Americans, y ou have probably
oticed you're not quite as fit as off getting fit, or maybe you'd
like to improve the level you are
ou were this time last year.
Maybe you're one of those at now. If so, AASU offers many
are few who managed to stay in opportunities to do so. With a
he gym when it was too cold to validated student I.D. card, you
vork outside, or maybe you are have access to a weight and ex
t true blue blood that likes work- ercise room, free aerobics classes,
ng outdoors no matter how cold use of the tennis courts, indoor
he air is. But unless you're a pool, and basketball courts. It's
lealth and fitness guru, there was been rumored that there are also
probably something you could plans to set up a beach volleyball
have learned or benefited from at pit outdoors, and possibly even a
the Health and Fitness Fair on miniature golf course for putting
enthusiasts.
campus last April 15th.
Too embarrassed to get out in
Students, staff and faculty
public?
Don't be! How can you
had a wonderful opportunity to
ever
get
fit if you don t start try
sign up for a free health screen
ing.
Buy
a pair of thin stretch
ing with free and reduced prices
pants
and
a
long baggy t-shirt and
for certain blood tests that could
go
for
it!
Encourage
your friends
run well over $100 if d one at a
to join you. Start a walking club
doctor's office.
The free screenings checked in your neighborhood, get in
cholesterol levels, vision, hear volved in an intramural sport.
ing, weight, lung capacity, and You can even be creative and
come up with a textbook hurling
blood pressure.
There were booths on cam contest when finals are over, but
pus that provided information on whatever you do, remember to
drug abuse, proper food nutrition, take it slow and easy to make sure
depression, mental illness and you don't injure yourself on the
more. One booth was even giv first time out. You don't need to
ing away free condom earners on compete with anyone. The whole
purpose of getting fit is so that
key chains!
The intramurals booth was you can enjoy life and do things
handing out free fruit, pencils, like play ball with the kids, hike
printed cups and healthy snacks. in the mountains, wheel around
There was even an aerobics dem a nature trail, or just inhale the
fresh air without having a cough
onstration, which AASU offers
free to students and AASU em ing fit.
AASU is always offering free
ployees at noon M - F, and Mon.
health awareness programs and
- Thur. at 5:15.
fun things to do. If you know of
If the health fair wasn't in
anything coming up at school or
centive enough to shape up and
in the community, let the Inkwell
eat right, the Pace the Nation
know and we will gladly publi
Campaign sponsored by the P.b.
Department, was offering free cize your event as long as we
prizes and luncheons for partici have time and space to do so.

Ray Mayfield has his blood pressure taken by BSN student Diana Shultz.
Looks like everything is thumbs up here.

Jennifer Vacala (far right) leads an aerobics demonstartion in the quad
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A Letter to the Graduate information among existing
Students of AASU:
graduate student organizations, to
foster the
In our effort to represent and
development and growth of orga
inform the graduate student body
nizations, and to further the in
of important issues related to our
terests of gradate students.
needs, the Graduate Student Co
Background informative in
ordinating Council (GSCC) solic
formation on the resolutions are
its your support on our proposed
available upon request by con
1997 Federal Legislative Plat
tacting Kevin Lynch, Graduate
form. During our annual Aware
Assistant, Student Affairs at 927ness Week, April 28 - May 1,
5271. This information will be
1997, GSCC will be asking you
available at the GSCC represen
to vote "I support" or "I reject"
tative desks during Awareness
the legislative platforms as rec
Week, also.
ommended by the GSCC and the
The GSCC is a campus or
National Association of Graduate
ganization that is supported by
and Professional Students. All
graduate fees and represents the
platforms that receive a simply
graduate student body in all mat
majority of total votes cast will
ters concerning academics, wel
be accepted and adopted as our
fare, administration and services
1997 Federal Legislative Plat
for graduate students. The Coun
form. Upon tabulation of the re
cil meets every first Thursday of
sults, the executive committee
the month in Student Affairs at
will send a letter on behalf of all
5pm. The Council is currently
graduate students to Congress
The fjrst toothpaste in r ecorded history was devised by Egyptian
man Jack Kingston, and Senators searching for graduate student
representatives from all academic physicians about four thousand years ago. Highly abrasive and punMax Cleland and Paul Coverdell
disciplines, if you are interested, 9®nt> it wa s made from powdered pumice stone and strong wine vineindicating our position on several
please contact Student Affairs at gar and brushed on with a chew stick"
important matters pertaining to
927-5271.
graduate students.
In addition, the Council will
assume the responsibility of send
ing a letter to Congressman Bill
Gooding (R-PA), Chair of the
House Education and the
Workforce Committee, and Sena
tor James Jeffords (R-VT), Chair
of the Senate Labor, Health &
Human Resources and Education
Committee. These two gentlemen
chair the committees that are in
fluential with our recommended
initiatives.
Although the executive
members have committed them
selves to sending letters to appro
priate elected officials, we would
Ashmore Hall
be glad to send a letter to your
local federal representative on (formerly Health Professions)
your behalf. If this is your wish,
Monday, April 28
Fine Arts Building
please notify one of the GSCC
Gamble
Hall
Tuesday, April 29
Wednesday, April 30
representatives during Awareness
Monday,
April
28
Wednesday, April 30
Week.
Tuesday, April 29
The proposed initiatives have
Thursday, May 1
Victor Hall
Wednesday, April 30
been adopted from the National
Tuesday, April 29
Association of Graduate Profes
Thursday,
May
1
Solms Hall
Wednesday, April 30
sional Student's (NAGPS)1997
Monday, April 28
Federal Legislative Platform, and
they have challenged and encour
Tuesday, April 29
aged local graduate student gov
ernments to use and adapt them
as their own legislative agendas.
The NAGPS is a non-profit
501(c)(3) organization dedicated
The GSCC meets every first Thursday of the month @ 5 pm in Student Affairs.
to improving the quality of gradu
All meetings are open to the public and all are encouraged to attend.
ate and professional student life.
Graduate Student Representatives are needed from all graduate academic disciplines,
The association is an educational
If interested, please call Students Affairs @ 927-5271,
oiganization which exists to share

Graduate Student
Coordinating Council
Awareness Week
April 28 - May 1,1997

For your convenience, we are appearing in the
following buildings between 6:30 - 7:30 p.m.

Refreshments will be served

or the Graduate Office @ 927-5377.

Rrmstrong Atlantic
State University
11935 flbercorn S t r e e t
Savannah, GR 31419
(912)927-5351
FRK 921-5497
e-mail:inkuieli@
mailgate.armstrong.edu
BJ E n g l i s h
editor
J . Dion C o u c h
entertainment editor
LaTrlce McGraui
Secretary
Staff Writers
J Dion C o u c h
Jo Lloyd
Rnslee Wiliett
Radha Narayanan
Reu Chris Fuller
Photos by
SPS and I n k w e l l S t a f f
Rl H a r r i s
aduisor
The Inkwell is published and distrib
uted bi-weekly, five times during the
Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters on
alternate Wednesdays. Copies are
available in distribution boxes
throughout the campus or can be
subscribed to by mail for $24 a year.
The Inkwell welcomes letters
and comments for improvement pro
vided that they are clearly written or
typed. All letters submitted for pub
lication must be signed and a phone
number should be provided for veri
fication purposes. Names will be
withheld upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes public
announcements, press releases, etc.
Such information will be published
free of charge at the discretion of the
editorial staff.
The comments and opinions ex
pressed in this publication do not neces
sarily express the opinions of anyone
other than th e person who has written
them and are not to be taken as a reflec
tion upon the v iews of the faculty, ad
ministrators, the University System of
Georgia or the Board of Regents.
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ing were concerned about hu own soul and conscience, just like
mans created from udders. They twins.
Legal concerns like finger
were afraid all clones would go
by the nickname "Boob". I as prints and DNA testing of crime
sured them this would not be a suspects make for interesting is
sues. The finger print problem
serious problem.
Cloning is not playing with could be solved by medically cre
God or meddling with God's ated scars on the cloned human,
business. People believe the con but DNA testing in crime situa
clusions of the movies, Jurassic tions is not so easy to solve. It is
Park, or even the recent film, The possible that subtle genetic
Nutty Professor, dramatize the changes could be imparted to
harm of cloning or genetic med DNA strands that are used for
cloning, but I am not sure if that
dling.
Both movies stated or implied technology is available or re
that genetic science leads to a fined. Remember, for a clone to
damaged, demented world. Cer- look just like you, it would have
Itainly, scientific experiments will to be created in the same year that
have unintended consequences you were bom. So, evil twins or
cades, but only recently has the and some of the consequences evil armies could not be mass
concept bom dramatic results and will be likely undesirable. On the produced quickly. Clones would
debate. There have been other other hand, some of the conse be no more easy to manipulate
issues just as dramatic at the time quences could be highly profit than any other person in the
they were introduced. Outerspace able to society. Jell-O, Kevlar and world.
There are several ways that
travel, test tube babies, nuclear Penicillin were all invented by
weapons and many other ad accident. Just thinking about cloning could be used for good,
vancements have concerned so growing up without Jell-0 gives but new laws would have to be
ciety initially and some issues me the willies. Seriously, do we created to address new problems.
still remain concerns. So, the is avoid scientific research because Members of our society that are
highly intelligent or gifted could
sue of cloning just happens to be something bad might happen?
Another theme implied by be cloned in the uterus of paying
the sin-du-jour.
A TIME/CNN poll conducted these movies is that greedy parents that wanted a baby with
earlier this year says that 93% of people enter the picture and en known desirable qualities. The
United States citizens are disap danger society.The issue of greed technology of test tube babies and
proving of cloning humans. Fifty- is separate from the issue of sci cloned babies share many simi
six percent said they would not entific research. Although, it larities. The selling of genetic
eat meat from cloned animals. could be argued effectively that material would have to be regu
Why? I am sure the motivations we never should have invented lated . The taking of blood would
are multiple, but I would like to the nuclear bomb because greedy take on whole new dimensions in
take a guess at some of the ratio or crazy people will blow the health and hiring practices. But,
nale behind their regard. Al whole world to smithereens! An if a sheep was cloned from the
though I am a person of faith, this other look at nuclear research will udder material, apparently clones
does not mean that I have to reveal that more good than bad could conceivably be created
throw my brain out the window has precipitated from this arena from our skin cells, or maybe
when examining an issue. I be of science over the past several even from our hairs! Barber
lieve God gave us a brain to use. decades. Greed happens and shops would have to cremate all
I am not implying that if you dis greed is bad, but cloning does not hair trimmings. A more likely
scenario is that cloning research
agree with me that you are not create greed.
Cloning is not playing God would help understand genetics
using your brain. I have found it
interesting in my sporadic, unsci because there is only one God! leading to other advancements.
entific discussions that few This simplistic answer would be Maybe genes that cause mental
people can give a reasoned argu frustrating to a person with this retardation or cancer could be
ment in supporting their belief. concern because there are seri fixed. The potential for great gain
They are just against cloning and ous issues whether a cloned per is clearly present. The legal rami
son has a soul or a conscience. I fications would be numerous but
that's it.
People are against cloning for believe souls, like a conscience, surmountable. However, just be
two basic reasons: there are the are a gift from God. Do twins cause scientists do additional
moral issues and the legal issues. share a soul? Some people think cloriing research, this does not
Examples of the moral issues are: so, but not me. Identical twins are mean that our society will adopt
cloning people is playing or not exactly physically identical, the legal practice of cloning for
messing with God, or what if but they are close. It could be ar animals or humans.
clones don't have a soul? Ex gued that God creates clones all
amples of legal issues are: clones the time in the form of identical
confuse the public safety officials twins. Clones would be even
because of the fingerprint and more identical physically, but
DNA test data, or what if clones even factors like diet and envi
are used for spare body parts? ronment would lead to subtle dif
Some people may even be con ferences. And like twins, the per
cerned that clones would take sonalities and preferences of
The -984-foot Eiffel Tower in
over the world! Some people I each person would differ. I be
Paris was designed for the
spoke to about the issue of clon lieve each clone would have it's World's Fair of 1889.

Send in the Clones
By Rev. Chris Fuller
Quick! What's the first thought
that comes to mind when you
hear the word cloning? What do
you think about cloning? Most
people's discussion of cloning is
short and negative. Many people
will admit they do not know why
they are against it, but they are.
Cloning is worth understanding
and reflection. These are my
opinions.
The debate has intensified re
cently because a sheep was
cloned in England using cells
from a sheep's udder. The deox
yribonucleic acid (DNA) was
extracted from these udder cells,
placed into a sheep's egg where
the original DNA was removed
and placed back into the uterus
whereupon it grew into a healthy
sheep. Understanding basic prin
ciples of cloning can eliminate
many initial misconceptions.
First, cloning is the process of
creating a genetically identical
creature based upon DNA. Sec
ond, the current technology of
cloning only involves replicating
entire creatures, not just a body
part or organ. Third, cloning does
not reproduce the thoughts of the
cloned creature. Fourth, cloned
creatures grow and mature at the
same rate as their "parent". Un
derstanding these principles
alone can mollify most misunder
standings. There are concerns re
garding cloning that should be
addressed by responsible citizens.
The faith community should
inteiject its concerns into the pub
lic debate. Make no mistake,
cloning poses new and interest
ing dilemmas for the world com
munity. But clear, reasonable dis
cussions about cloning are hard
to come by. Cloning resonates
evil in the minds of the majority.
Spare parts, evil twins, genetic
monsters, lions and tigers and
bears, oh my! For me, I do not
believe these discoveries warrant
serious concern for people of
faith. The science of cloning
should continue as long as the
faith community and the legal
process reconciles with the re
search.
If there ever was a subject
where science and religion inter
sect, the process of cloning is it.
Or is it? Certainly the concept of
cloning has been around for de
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! lave You Got
The Bookbag
Blues
By Radha Narayanan
Perhaps you have seen a stuc ent walking by on campus and I
lis or her bookbag broke open
causing books, notebooks, and
laper to fly out in all directions,
'robably, you could hear some
jeople in the background snick
ering at the unfortunate student
who now has the tedious job of I
picking everything up. Perhaps]
one day, they will regret laugh
ing when it happens to them also.|
It seems that bookbags are
getting more and more expensive,
while the quality is going down.
You can see lots of people carry
ing JanSport™ bookbags around
campus, but many others prefer
le cheap kinds. Of course, the
. anSport bookbags last a little
onger, but some students believe
lat they are too expensive for a
lookbag. Others want JanSport
since it is a name brand and is
fashionable". Of course, some
ookbags are of better quality
lan others, and you should just]
try them out and pick the ones]
you like.
Some students believe that]
bookbag manufacturers pur-\
losely make them with flimsy 1
materials so that they fall apart]
easily. There are many ways of]
trying to make a bookbag stronIger and here are some sugges-j

tions I have heard from others:/
After buying a bookbag, you
could sew the linings with a sew
ing machine or with needle and
thread in order to reinforce the
seams. You c ould put duct tape
in the inside portion of the book
)ad to make the material stron
ger. If there are holes in the
>ookbag, just sew it together sev
eral times. I am sure that there are
ots of other unique ways to fix a
bookbag that I didn't mention.
Anyway, perhaps you won't have
a bad experience with your
jookbag, but you never know.

How AIDS Can
Affect Vision

Approximately one in lour
adult AIDS patients suiters from
CMV (cytomegalovirus) retinitis
a disease that may lead
to blindness.

Symptoms of CMV Retinitis

• Light flashes
• Cloudy vision
• Multiple small "floaters"
(dark spots obstructing vision)
• Eventual loss of central or
peripheral vision
CMV retinitis is treatable. AIDS patients
should always include an eye doctor as
part of their medical team.
Source: National Eye Institute and Better Vision institute

©
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Test Your Knowlege of AASU's Past
By David Bowman
Many Students attend Armstrong without having any idea of
the history behind it. They go to
classes in Gamble and Victor
Halls among others and don't
know who these buildings were
named after. I myself was guilty
of this historical ignorance until
I took the time to write this article. I recently discovered a narrative written in 1993 by an unknown author that gave a brief
history of Armstrong State College, now known as Armstrong
Atlantic State University.
Savannah mayor Thomas
Gamble founded Armstrong in
1935 in a mansion that had been
donated by Mrs. Lucy Camp
Armstrong. The school newspaper was first published one year
later in 1936 and the yearbook,
that is no longer a part of Armstrong, was first printed in 1937
astheGeechee. The sports teams
were known as the Samsons for
one year, then as the Geechees
and finally they became the Pirates that they remain as today,
Around 1966 the campus of Armstrong moved away from downtown Savannah to its present lo-
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An Interview With Retiring Dean Adams

did something of outstanding By Jo Lloyd
worth for the college. Herschel
My first "encounter" with
V. J enkins spent 31 years as a Dean Joseph Adams wasn't really
leading publisher of newspapers an encounter, but it definitely left
and held a great many roles inSa- an impression on me. I had re
ceived a grade that I didn't agree
vannah politics. He was also a
with from a professor and the ap
great businessman. He never fin- peals system was leaving me feel
ished high school though, instead ing abused. Ten years in the Navy
he left in 1888 when his father taught me t o follow the "chain of
died. He was one of the principle command" which consequently
benefactors of Armstrong, donat- lead m e to the Dean of Arts and
ing much of his time and money Sciences, Dr. Joseph Adams.
Although I still do not agree
to the school. Gamble hall was with the grade I received (that's
named for the founder of Arm- another story), I was appreciative
strong, Savannah Mayor Thomas of Dean Adams' response to my
Gamble. He also donated a large appeal. Instead of blowing me off
sum of money, as did his wife, like other administrators had done,
along with the time he gave to the he sent a very caring and con
cerned letter. I won't go into the
college
details of
Much more information can the appeals because that is n't the
be found in the Lane Library, and point of this article. The point is
because I am such a nice person, that at a timeof need in my life as a
every couple of issues I will be student, Dr. Adams took the time
continuing this article as a series to reassure me and to listen to what
to let everyone share in the rich I had to say.
This time it wasmy turn to lis
history of our university. All of
ten and his turn to talk. I had seen
these articles will be about the the announcements of his retire
history of Armstrong; and some, ment around campus and hadeven
like this one, will havea trivia test attended some of the interviews for
to quiz the knowledge we have his replacement when I got an op
of A rmstrong. The person who portunity to interview him.
can either answer all the ques- Interviewer;"Dean Adams, you
tions correctly or answers the look so young. Why are you retir
ing at such a young age?"
most questions correctly will win D r. Adams:"I'm probably n ot as

diligent, hard working, fair, honest,
forthright, sensitive, and under
standing towards people." (Then,
laughing, he added,) "There's a
joke passed around by Deans,
which says the very nature of the
Deans job is like herding cats.
Think about it... you need all the
patience and tolerance you can
muster."

I left the interview thinking it
would be sad to see him go, but
satisfied that we had been blessed
with this man for so long. From
one "cat" to another,it will behard
to fill his shoes,but hedeserves this
time of enjoyment. Good luck, Dr.
Adams, and the best of wishes to
you and your wife in your retire
ment.

cation on the Southside just off a free tee shirt from the Arm- young as you think (laughing). I've
Abercorn.
strong Atlantic State University looked young all my life, but I've
Most buildings on the Arm- Bookstore. Only students are eli- got forty years in the professional

strong campus are named after gible for the contest and only the ranks...since January 1959. It's a
some person that was influential first student to answer the most good time for me to step aside be
cause of the transitional mode the
in the beginnings of the school or questions will win.
campus isin currently. I've had my
r
time at bat. I think I'll get out of
I Complete
M
•_
Ithe
I
T
_ : . _ Questions
AnatttiAne k
a l n u i to I the pressure cooker.
It just seems
Trivia
below
( like
httime/,
like the right time.'
i Quality tor a FreeT~Shirt. Return your entries j interviewer:"What do you have
11 to the Inkwell Off ice in the MCC By May 9th. I planned for your ret irement?"
I Dr. Adams: "I'll stay inSavannah.
•
.
.
.
.
^
„
. M a y b e find s o m ep a r t - t i m ea c t i v i r i
I 1 . Who was the founder of Armstrong.
j t;es to ,j0 here on campus. I've
1
' talked with P resident Burnett and
|
I Vice President Butler aboutit. My

2. When was the first newspaper published, and'
what was it called?
| plan on visiting the Sierra Desert,
I

3. What year was the first yearbook published?
4. Who was the editor of the first yearbook?
I 5. Who was the first student to ever register at
I Armstrong?

I
Your Name:
Phone Number:.

I Yellowstone, Carlsbad Caverns,
the Painted Desert, Mammoth
I Caves, and, of course, more golf!"
I Interviewer: "Will you miss any| thing here at Armstrong?"
| Dr.Adams:"I don't plan onbreak| ing my ties with Armstrong. I will
• miss the affiliation ... the camara• derie with academic people, but I
' hope to come and have coffee in
I the cafeteria with my friends or go
I to the library and read books, etc.
| I have a lot of reading to catch up
on.
• Interviewer:"Do you have any advice for the incoming Dean?"
' Dr. Adams:"There are no quick,
I simple, all encompassing bits of adI vice. I know that whoever takes
this position will need to be very

ROCK ME PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS THE
RACKADAWOODS
SPRING RREAK1AM
FEATURING:
D1 SECOND NATURE
JAYIUVE
SERENADE
ESPIONAGE
CIVII SOLDIERS
THURSDAY MAY 1ST
AASU FINE ARTS AUDITORIUM
AASU STUDENTS $4
ADVANCE PUBLIC 86

Meeting Friends the
"New Fashioned" Way
By Anslee Willett

She exclaimed, "LOL (laugh out
loud)... I worked at one place
New Year's Eve when I was longer than you've been on this
expected to be out partying, I earth."
Bobbie and I exchanged pic
wasn't. Instead, I went with my
tures via e-mail after correspond
mom to her fiance's house.
Is something wrong with me? ing for a month.
"You look very young," she
Are my screws loose?
His house is 40 minutes away responded to my picture.
"I look young because I am
from Savannah and overlooks a
lake. It provides a relaxing envi young, silly," I replied.
A month after we exchanged
ronment without drunks display
pictures, Bobbie and I met in per
ing what they ate earlier.
With my mom and her fiance son.
Even though I had the ex
asleep well before midnight, I
caught a movie. I had hundreds pected nervousness, we hit it off
to choose from with the satellite immediately. Bobbie later said
dish. I goofed off on the com she felt it was like seeing an old
friend.
puter. I made a friend.
When two people meet only
On the Internet, I went to Sa
vannah Online. I'd heard of it. through written communication,
Over a 1,000 residents have a there are no boundaries. Just
short description of their inter words, thoughts, feelings.
What do I have in common
ests, which includes their e-mail
with
someone twice my age?
address.
For some reason, I read one Plenty. I can learn from her. She
person's interests. I also e-mailed can learn from me.
More importantly, I simply
her one sentence in response to
enjoy
her company. I enjoy cor
them. She wrote back the next
day. Since then we have been e- responding with her. Why should
mailing each other every day, our age difference matter?
Since our face-to-face meet
except for a few times when one
of us has been sick or out-of- ing, Bobbie and I have gotten to
gether a few more times. And af
town.
Turns out my new friend, ter three months now, we are still
Bobbie, lives less than five min e-mailing one another on a daily
utes away from me. Turns out she basis.
Looking back, the only thing I
is more than 20 years older than
have
to say is I'm glad I didn't go
me.
I revealed my age to Bobbie out and party on New Year's Eve.
I almost did.
days after
uajo
uivvi we began e-mailing.
o Because
—

U.S.Tax DollarsAre Being Spent
To Promote The Trophy Hunt
ing Of Elephants In Africa.
It's unbelievable, but true. Mil forts are underway to discontinue
lions of vour tax dollars are be this cruel and wasteful govern
ing spent to allow American tro ment spending program, but your
phy hunters to kill elephants in representatives must hear from
Africa. The U.S. Agency for In you today.
ternational
Development Your U.S. Representative, Con
(USAID) is pouring tax money gressman Jack Kingston, sits on
into the CAMPFIRE program the Foreign Operations Subcom
(Communal Areas Management mittee of the House Appropria
Program for Indigenous Re tions Committee. Please write
sources), which is littlemore than and ask him to stop this wasteful
a taxpayer subsidized safari hunt and inhumane use of tax dollars:
for American trophy hunters with The Honorable Jack Kingston,
little benefit to impoverished in U.S. House of Representatives,
digenous people. IT S, A1P frftS Washington, D.C. at 20515or call
ploHgpH *2 8.1 Tfi'li"" between him in Washington D.C. at (202)
225-5831 or inSavannah at (912)
1989-991<?;
•Promote the trophy hunting ot 352-0101. Also, ask Senators
Coverdell and Cleland to do all
elephants, lions, and zebras.
•Resume the deadly, outlawed that they can to stop this destruc
tive give away. The Honorable
trade in ivory.
Paul
Coverdell and The Honor
•Lobby the U.S. Congress to
able Max Cleland, U.S. Senate,
weaken the Endangered Species
Washington, D.C. 20510. Please
Act*
call today. Call the Capitol
Independent consultants, com
switchboard at (202) 224-3121.
missioned by USAID, have con
cluded that the CAMPFIRE pro
•From The Humane Society of
gram is neither biologically nor
economically sustainable. Ef the United States
«

«•
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Horoscope by Natasha
ARIES (March 21 to April 19) It's
best not to underestimate the difficul
ty of a domestic project you face this
week. Consult with experts if neces
sary. Loved ones share quality time
together over the weekend.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
Minor aggravations may arise this
week in connection with a friendship.
Later in the week, there's a lovely
accent on happy romance and fun
outings. The weekend looking
promising for singles to meet with
romantic introductions.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) You
may have to pay extra attention to
details on the job this week. And also
remember to be tactful. Social out
ings are particularly favored over the
weekend, as are group activities.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) For
a while, it may look like a business
project is falling apart this week.
However, things come together hap
pily by week's end. The weekend
could find you celebrating a surprise
event.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) Minor
expenses could easily mount up this
week, unless you make an effort to
exert self-discipline. In business,
you'll make a fine impression on big
wigs. Some will be receiving special
recognition.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) Try not to let things slide on the
job this week. An adviser may not
understand your point of view, so
make an effort to be more clear. The
weekend brings good news about
travel and relationship developments.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) Keep plans down to earth and
practical in business this week. Don't
leap before you look, as you some
times have a tendency to do. A travel
invitation comes your way but the
weekend favors romantic interests.
SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) There's some danger
that you may overspend if out shop
ping anytime this week. Home-based
activities are favored over outside
social interests. The weekend favors
having guests over.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) Some rumors you hear
this week are ill-founded and not
based on fact. Loved ones will be
wrapped up in each other and are
likely to forgo outside entertainment.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) Though partners may
face minor difficulties in communi
cating early in the week, by week's
end, you're very much on the same
wave length. Enjoy a special togeth
erness over the weekend.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) You're a perfectionist
and you won't be satisfied until
things are just right. After some trial
and error, you'll be pleased with the
final results of a project.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) An aggravation early in the week
about a job matter could arise.
Overall, it's a lovely week for plea
sure interests and heart concerns. The
weekend is especially romantic.
© 1997 King Features Synd.. Inc.
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HOME IMPROVEMENT: WOMEN VS. MEN
According to the American
Express Retail Index, men
and women have similar
ideas about how long
home improvement
projects will take to complete,
but differ most on issues such
as home furnishing budgets.*

How long will the
project take to complete?:

Less than one month
2 to 6 months

WOMEN

MEN

23%
33%

34%
17%

How much will It cost?:

$501 - 2,000
$2,001 - 4,000

46%
29%

55%
25%

"Figures represent the greatest percentage of r espondents

WHICH ROOMS DO THEY
PLAN TO RE-FURNISH
According to the American Express Retail Index, of t hose
Americans with home improvement plans, one-third (34%)
will re-furnish at least one room in their home, ranging
from the basement to the kitchen to the master bedroom.
46%
Living Room
22%
Master Bedroom
Dining Room
17% tj
16% 1
Den/Family Room
Kitchen/Breakfast Room 14% ^
Child's Bedroom
8%
Guest Bedroom
7%
5%
Bathroom
4%
Basement
Sun Room/Porch
3%
•Respondents could choose more than one answer

1

Customer Service

Over $10 an hour
could really rev things up.
At Budget, we became the third largest car and truck
rental service in the world by building on the
strengths of our professionals - and giving them the
best in return. So if you're looking for great pay
and benefits along with the best environment in
town, take a look at Budget.

Customer Service
Representatives
Full and Part-time Positions Available
Working in out fast-paced Savannah Airport loca
tion, you will assist our customers with renting and
returning vehicles. You'll need good communica
tion skills along with a love of customer service.
We offer earning potential over $10 an hour, with
base pay plus incentives, an excellent benefits pack
age, flexible hours and a fun environment For im
mediate consideration, please apply in person at 47

Ida J. Gadsen Drive, Savannah or call 1-888-894JOBS, 24 hours a day, 7 days aweek.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

MTfclVMnof
b/feHMT
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Sports Editor visits Hilton
Head for Family Circle
Magazine Cup Tennis
By David Bowman
Recently I was lucky enough
to be asked to go down to Hilton
Head Island for theFamily Circle
Magazine Cup Tennis Tourna
ment. So, armed with my press body on her inevitable trip to the
pass and camera, I d rove down finals, with one rough set against
for two days of tennis. After Brenda Shultz-McCarthy being
waiting in Spring Break traffic for the exception. Monica Seles, the
a couple hours, I got to the tour- other finalist, didn't lose a single
nament to see what I could see, set on her way to the finals de
and what I saw was impressive. spite having acold and above one
My first day I watched the hundred temperatures for the
Armstrong Atlantic State University's 1997 Baseball Team
qualifying rounds. Those are the whole week. Last years winner,
players who don't have enough Aranxta Sanchez Vicario lost in
points to automatically enter a a surprising upset to Hilton Head Common, Everyday Foods Are Key To Improving Well Being
popular fruits, oranges can with
(NAPS)—Each year, millions of
tournament. They were playing resident and 13th rankedAmanda
stand the rigors of busy lifestyles
their hardest, trying to provethat Coetzer. With Seles and Hingis Americans commit to some type of
much better since it comes in its
new fad diet, often with little
they were as good as the big name playing the final there w ere two nutritional value and success, in
own "disposable packaging."
Besides making great snacks,
players that would come in a few of the best players in the world search of the "quick and easy" per
oranges
liven up green salads, add
fect
body.
However,
scientists
and
days. When I showed up for my in the final, and isn't that the way
extra color to fruit salads and
nutritionists alike, along with
second day, which was the fourth it should be? It also set up a many Americans, are realizing the
sweeten blender drinks.
• BLACKBERRIES
day of the tournament and the rematch for the previous weeks best way to get a better body and
Like other berries, blackberries
second round of main draw ac embarrassing Lipton finals loss overall health is through the typi
are particularly rich in fiber—just
cal foods found in your local pro
tion, there were no qualifiers left, for Seles.
one cup of fresh berries provides
duce department.
more than 6 grams of fiber (onedespite how well they played.
Now, as for the final itself; I
According to Dr. Liz Applegate,
fourth of the Daily Value). The
When I arrived, Jennifer Capriati got to watch that, except for the nutritionist and faculty member
fiber found in blackberries and
was playing against Mary Joe second set which was cut so we at the University of Davis,
other fruits has been shown to
California, whole foods are often
Fernandez and after several min could watch the entirety of golf overlooked in the age of fa d diets
lower blood cholesterol.
• LEMONS
utes, it was clear that the crowd live, on T.V. It was one of the and "designer" vitamins. The
Just one medium-size orange
Along with limes and other cit
advantages
of
eating
what
Mother
provides
more
than
100
percent
was definitely rooting, quite vo- best finals I have seen in women's
rus fruits, lemons contain monoNature provides are simple, for
cally, for Capriati. She won that in the past several years of Steffi example just one orange provides of vitamin C the body needs terpenes, a class of phytochemicals
every
day.
that work magic against carcino
match in three sets before losing Graf domination and will defi- more than 100 percent of the daily
to the fifth seeded Conchita nitely be remembered on Hilton value of vitamin C each day—plus and is rapidly destroyed if the food gens. When a cancer causing agent
a lot more.
is cooked or processed. Based on (typically from food, air or smoke)
Martinez. I then went to the press Head for a long time. After
The Value Of Vitamin C
the recent nutritional findings, an invades a cell, .monoterpenes can
The vitamin many people asso "orange a day" may be more help help hustle out the invader there
tent to listen to the interviews and Hingis whooped Seles the week
was pleasantly surprised to dis- before in something like 2 and 0 ciate with preventing the common ful in keeping the doctor away by protecting the cell from trans
cold is actually important in many than many other fruits.
forming to a cancer cell.
cover just how pampered the in some forty four minutes some more significant ways:
The Whole Food Solution
• TOMATOES
• Healthy bones: Vitamin C
press is. While the peons outside people began to become a little
For years, scientists have tried
A m ust for men. According to a
were being forced to pay a buck doubtful of the quality of this fi- helps form the "cement," a protein to determine how natural, whole newly published study from
called collagen, which contributes some foods bolster immunity, give Harvard Medical School, regular
fifty for a can of coke, and simi- nal. When Monica jumped out to healthy skin, teeth and bones;
protection against cardiovascular consumption of tomatoes as well as
larly high prices for food, in this to a 5-0 lead in the first set in
• Healthy blood: Vitamin C disease, and strengthen bones and tomato-based products like sauce
tent we had coke on tap, it was under fifteen minutes though they aids in the absorption of iron. Iron teeth. What many have discovered and pizza may cut the risk of
right next to theHeineken, which began to change their minds. absorption ensures that the blood is that including "super foods," prostate cancer. Lycopene, a carostream is capable of ca rrying ade fruits and vegetables that are a tenoid similar to beta-carotene and
was right next to the buffet table. Martina Hingis wasn't down for quate supplies of oxygen through great source of important vitamins the source of tomato's red color,
All for free, compliments of the long though, and won three out the body for use in everyday and minerals, in the everyday diet appears responsible for the protec
is the best way to give your body tion against cancer. Carotenoids
Family Circle. After the inter- straight games before Seles activities as well as exercise;
• Healthy body: Vitamin C is what it needs. Some of the most also act as antioxidants in the
views were over, I hik ed back to closed the first set 6-3. The sec- a potent antioxidant. Antioxidants popular "super foods" and their bloodstream throughout the body.
stadium court and up to my nose- ond set wasn't televised but ap- roam the body looking for and respective vitamins and other key
• ONIONS
Onions contain some 50 differ
bleed seat to watch Monica Seles parently Hingis won that set 6-3. destroying "free radicals," which nutrients are:
are renegade molecules that cause
• ORANGES
ent phytochemicals. Most notably,
destroy Shi-Ting Wang in a battle When coverage started after the irreversible damage to cells, leav
Truly a wonder of Mother allylic sulfides are a group of p hy
of the big baseliners. They commercial break Hingis was ing the body more susceptible to Nature, just one medium size tochemicals that protect against
slammed the ball back and forth leading 5-2 in the third set, but it signs of aging, cancer, cardiovas orange provides 130 percent of the cancer by revving up the cell's
cular disease and arthritis. In Daily Value (%DV) f or vitamin C, defense system that detoxifies
on nearly every point without was far from over. Hingis blew addition to vitamin C, one orange
more than 10 percent of folic acid incoming carcinogens. Research
venturing to the net at all, and three match points, and at one actually contains more fiber than needs—a B vitamin crucial in the from China shows that high onion
nobody does this better than time lost twelve straight points both apples and bananas, which prevention of birth defects, and and garlic (onion's close cousin)
helps keep the intestinal tract
Monica Seles. After this I had to and was forced into a tiebreak healthy and regular and prevent about 10 percent of the Daily consumption is linked to lower
Value for both potassium and rates of stomach cancer.
leave and was unable toget a pass which she won 7-5 and the set 7- colon cancer.
fiber—all in just 80 tasty calories.
By simply eating these every
While other vitamins and nutri Besides a wealth of nutrients, day foods found in your local pro
to the rest of the tournament, but 6. As thrilling as this year was
ents are fat-soluble and can be
it went something like this; next year should be better be- stored in large quantities in the oranges contain several phyto- duce department instead of the
chemicals including limonene standard chips and soft drinks,
Eventual winner Martina Hingis cause I should be able tosee more body's tissue, or drawn on for later which help prevent damage from you'll be improving your health.
use, vitamin C is water-soluble—it carcinogens. Oranges make the Based on the new nutritional find
whipped her way through every- than I did this year.
needs to be replenished on a daily
basis. Vitamin C is present in only
a few types of fruits and vegetables

ideal, "perfect portable food solu
tion" for a full day's worth of vita
min C. Compared with most other

ings of t he orange, the new adage
may soon be "an orange a day
keeps the doctor away."
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Armstrong Atlantic State University
Graduate Student Coordinating Council
1997 Federal Legislative Platform
The executive committee of the GSCC is committed to the following RESOLUTION # 6
initiatives and requests your support of the following:
RESOLUTION #1

GSCC strongly supports federal funding for graduate fellowships. Since
the 1970's, the number graduate fellowships offered by the federal gov
ernment has decreased from 60,000 to under 10,000. Given that the
number of graduate and professional students has not decreased, GSCC
affirms the vital importance of graduate fellowships programs for train
ing tomorrow's scholars, scientists and leaders of industry, government
and education.

GSCC unequivocally rejects any Congressional efforts to cut funding
from the student loan program. GSCC rejects any measure that results
in i ncreased loan costs to students, including but not limited to the
elimination of the six-month interest grace period for graduate stu
dents, the raising of loan origination fees, and taxes on total loan vol
Furthermore, GSCC supports graduate fellowship programs which are
ume at a university.
portable, are in areas of study in which graduate students find it diffi
GSCC does not support any legislation which would permit preferen cult to obtain other sources of funding, and which provide education
tial treatment of eligible borrowers either in the Federal Direct Student opportunity to traditionally disadvantaged groups.
Loan Program (FDSLP) vs. the Guaranteed Student Loan Program
(FFELP), or vice versa. Furthermore, GSCC rejects legislation which RESOLUTION # 7
permits preferential treatment of particular eligible borrowers within
GSCC supports governmental and university effort to provide safe and
these programs.
affordable child care for students, both graduate and professional and
undergraduate.
RESOLUTION # 2
GSCC rejects Congressional efforts to limit or eliminate the Federal
Direct Student Loan Program. GSCC believes competition between
the Federal Direct Student Loan Program (FDLSP) and the Guaran
teed Student Loan Program (FFELP) is beneficial to students, and is
the m ost suitable way to determine which program is better. GSCC
supports allowing students and universities to choose between the two
programs, rather than having Congress decide.

RESOLUTION # 8
GSCC urges Congress and the Administration to consider the unique
health care needs of graduate professional students. Specially, GSCC
supports:

* that all institutions of higher education should offer no-cost or
affordable and adequate health care coverage for graduate-professional
students, regardless of preexisting conditions, number of enrolled credit
RESOLUTION #3
hours or year in degree program;
* that university-based health care centers and plans allow an op
Tax incentives for graduate professional students are an investment in
tion
for
graduate and professional students to obtain reasonably priced
America's future. Such investment creates a highly trained work force
coverage
for spouses, domestic partners, and dependents.
of l eaders in industry, government, and education. GSCC urges the
105th Congress and the Clinton Administration to pass legislation which
RESOLUTION # 9
would include the following provisions:
* make permanent the tax-exempt status of employer-assisted edu

GSCC supports the right of legal immigrants to pursue a graduate edu
cational benefits;
... , ,
cation without impediment and to participate in federal student aid pro
* restore the tax-exempt status of the tuition portion of all scholar
grams. As taxpaying residents of the United States, legal immigrants
ships, fellowships, grants and tuition waivers,
are entitled to participate in the student aid programs their tax dollars
* clarify the FICA exemption of graduate and professional stu
help to fund. GSCC strongly rejects the notion that student aid is a
dents, such that students are eligible for the exemption as long as they
form of welfare and that legal immigrants who use it are a burden on
maintain satisfactory enrollment status as defined by their colleges and
the rest of society.
universities.
RESOLUTION #4
GSCC urges the 105th Congress to restore the tax deduction on stu
dent loan interest. As the cost of graduate education continues to soar,
the accompanying debt burden has also risen sharply. Restoring the a
deductibility of student loan interest would help to ease this debt
den as well as reaffirm the importance of graduate education as
essential investment in the future of the nation.
RESOLUTION # 5

RESOLUTION # 10
GSCC opposes legislation which significantly changes the copyright
laws in ways which hamper research and academic inquiry. In particu
lar, in a world increasingly dominated by computerized and mter-networked repositories of information, GSCC upholds the importance of
the Internet as a tool of research and communication. We therefore
oppose legislation which would restrict the access of the academic com
munity to electronic information.

RESOLUTION# 11
Federal grants to universities are a crucial part of graduate and professional education which ensures the United States
GSCC rejects all forms of the "Gag Rule" legislation which has persis
in t he global economy. GSCC urges the Adm.nistrat,on and d.e 105th
tently appeared in the Congress in the past years. GSCC views such
Congress to increase, rather than decrease the amount of ^eral fu
legislation as an attack on the First Amendment rights of students to
ing provided for traditional and emerging fields of study at America
free speech.
colleges and universities.
GSCC also rejects proposals which would require colleges and univer
GSCC urges the 105th Congress to instruct federal age"c^s t^ ^ sities to provide personal information about students to military re
tribute research grants to give preferences to proposals which include
cruiters or any other groups. GSCC views such proposals as an inva
funding for graduate assistants and graduate researc
sion of student privacy.

Popular
Web sites
Find by typing
http7/www.(the name
without spaces).com

1. ZD Net
7. USA Today
2. Pathfinder 8. CNN
3. CNET
9. The Weather
4. Spoitszone C hannel
5. D isney
(weather.com)
6. MSNBC
10. Intercast

Health & Nutrition
by Judith Sheldon
The recent outbreak of Hepatitis A
among students in the Michigan
school system was traced to a straw
berry d essert that was prepared f rom
fruit grown in Mexico. Legally, the
food processor had a problem
because the federal law regulating
school lunch funding forbids using
produce from another country.
But the real "crime" here is that
food comes into the country when
most health experts agree that the
imports are n ot always or adequately
tested for contamination. We've
known for a long time that working
conditions in the fields in many coun
tries are primitive, to say the least.
Because of a lack of hygiene facili
ties, the workers must relieve them
selves in the fields. As a result, the
produce may pick up disease carrying
fecal matter.
We've been told prices will rise if
we insist on stricter hygiene practices
involving products intended for
export to the United States. Maybe
so. But it w ould be worth it knowing
that we're putting a healthier product
on our tables.
The April, 1997, issue of the
University of Texas Lifetime Health
Letter offers an interesting list of
habitual thinking errors that ca n con
tribute to a person's low opinion of
herself or himself, and may lead to
more serious feelings of depression.
They are: All-or-Nothing Thinking in
which a person might say, "I made a
B instead of an A on my math test, so
I'm a total failure."
Overgeneralization, "I'm always
making mistakes."
Discounting the positive, "She com
plimented me on my shirt because
she feels sorry for me."
Mind reading, "Everyone in this
room thinks I'm a jerk."
Fortune-telling (imagining the
worst), "My daughter didn't call
because she's dead," when all she did
was forget.
Personalization, "My child isn't
doing well in school and it's all my
fault because I'm a bad parent."
Emotional reasoning, "I f eel over
whelmed, therefore, my problems
must be unsolvable."
Shoulds and Musts, "I should do
this. I must do that." (Trying to moti
vate yourself on shoulds could result
in self-loathing and feeling guilty.)
Magnification, "I burned the pasta
and my guest will never accept a din
ner invitation from me again."
© 1997 King Features Synd., Inc.

announcements
New Hours For Student Affairs
Beginning Spring Quarter there
will be a change in the evening
hours offered by the Division of
Student Affairs. We will be open
every 2 and 4 Thursdays until
7:00 pm. If students cannot come
in on those nights they may speak
with a counselor individually
about accessing services after
hours. If you have any questions
please call Student Affairs at 9275269.

Barber Shop Quartet to
Perform at Armstrong

APRIL
FXM
AXM M-J 24,1997

Help Wanted
Men/Women earn $480
weekly assemblng circuit
boards/electronic compo
nents at home. Experience
unnecessay, will train. Im
mediate openings your local
area. Call 1-520-680-7891
Ext. C200

Army Increases Amount of
College Loan Repayment

The Army has announced a
$10,000 increase in the amount
of money it will repa y in student
loans. The new amount is
$65,000.
"This is great news for stu
dents who have borrowed money
To place your ad in to pay for their college educa
tion," said Lt. Col. Brenda Har
the Inkwell, call 927ris, commander of the Jackson
5351. Cost for stu
ville Army Recruiting Battalion.
dents and faculty is $5
"Why spend years paying
Saturday April 26 - 17th An for 20 words or less.
back
your debts when you could
nual Sidewalk Festival
Business classifieds spend a few short years in the
Savannah College of Art and start at $7 per 20
Army and get up to $65,000 paid
Design- 11 A.M. - 5 P.M. at words. Rates for busi
off?" Harris said. "The Army also
Forsyth Park.
ness cards, inserts, offers a good salary, excellent
quarter page ads and skill training and other competi
Monday April 28- Alliance larger are available
tive benefits."
Children's Theater: The from the Office of the
Qualified recruits who enlist
Nightingale- Armstrong At Inkwell in the MCC.
for three yearson active duty and
lantic State University- 6 P.M.
meet other basic qualifications
Fine Arts Auditorium.
are eligible for the loan repay
R.F.D. by MIKE MARLANP
Friday May 2-4, Savannah
CNER HERE 1 PLANTED V-5 6IANT* HYBRID
GOLDEN SUGAWAASTER.THIS » XfctOO
Seafood Festival- Savannah
SCARLETO SOPER-YIELD AND"THESE ABE
Waterfront Association- .THE W7 6R4NDIOSE EMERALD KOYALES!
Rousakis Plaza, River Street.

The Savannah Chapter for the
Society for the Preservation and
Encouragement of Barber Shop
Quartet Singing in Armerica pre
sents its Spring Show onSatur
day, May 3, at 8:00 P.M.in the
AASU Fine Arts Auditorium.
Tickets are $10. Call 927-8879
for more information.

Registration Now Open for
Sea Camp and Sea School
The University of Georgia Ma
rine Extension service is now tak
ing registrations for 1997 Sum
mer Sea Camp and Sea School
programs. Campers will study
Marine Biology and o ther Envi
ronmental Sciences at Summer
Day C amp on scenic Skidaway
Island.
Four one-week sessions of Sea
Camp are open for children 8 12. One week of Sea School is
being offered for children ages 13
- 16. Sessions start July 7,1997.
The cost forSea Camp is$125 a Saturday May 10- Old Town
week and includes lunch. Sea Country Dance-Savannah
School costs $175 a week and Folk Music Society-Wesley
Monumental United Method
includes lunch.
Call Rick Edgecombe at 598- ist Church at Calhoun Square.
Call 355-7172 for times.
2335 for more information.
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ment program if the ir loans are
not in default, Harris explained.
The loans that qualify for re
payment under this program are
Auxiliary Loan Assistance for
Students; Federally Insured Stu
dent Loans; Parent Loans for
Undergraduate Students; and
Supplemental Loans for Stu
dents.
At the end of each success
fully completed year of service,
the Army pays one third of the
outstanding college loan for ac
tive duty soldiers, not to exceed
$65,OCX). "Aside from going to
college in the first place, taking
advantage of the Army's loan re
payment program could be the
smartest move a young person
makes," Harris said.
For more information, con
tact your local Army recruiter.
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MAMA'S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT

Saturday April 26- Benefit Saturday May 17- Kids
Concert for Savannah Night Out with Okeefenokee
Onstage- Call236-5745 for info. Joe - 6-9 P.M. at AASU.

The Savannah Science Museum
Has New Hours of Operation
The Savannah Science Museum, located at 4405 Paulsen Street is open to
the public from Tuesday through Thursday during the hours of 10:00 13:00 and Friday and Saturday from 10:00 -17:00. Sundays 14:00 to 17:00.
The Museum is closed to the public on Mondays and Holidays A ^mission
is $4 for adults and $2.50 for children and senior citb^^vO^ .e entire
family to explore the Exhibit H all and take
- program for an
acV0
nows
let y°u tour the
additional $1 per person. Public BLyet
-°
stars over Savannah and thf *
J ° n<*- Show times are 1:00 P.M. on
Saturday and 2:30
-*uay. L ive Reptile and Amphibian Sh ows
introduce .
wildlife, including rattle snakes, gopher tortoises
and all
- ohow times are 4:00 on Saturday and Sunday. Call 3556705 for more information or to make a group reservation.

Learn to Sail at Lake Mayer

SAVANNAH
SAILING
CENTER

Do you know how to sail? Would you like to learn? The
Savannah Sailing Center's "CATCH THE WIND"Program
has something for you. The Savannah Sailing Center of
fers programs from Learn to Sail, through Racing cli nics
and everything in between for both Youth and Adults.

The Savannah Sailing Center offers lessons starting in the
Spring and running through the Fall. Spring session starts
April 5th. Classes meet every other Saturday from 9:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. We
offer a full schedule (Mon-Fri) during our summersession that begins June 9th
and runs through August 15th. When school starts back for the Fall we return
to a Saturday morning schedule.
Lessons are taught at Lake Mayer Park by US SAILING Certified Instructors.
Please call the Savannah Sailing Center at 912-231-9996 for more informa
tion. Come out and "CATCH THE WIND".

forwarded funnies
yOU MIGHT BE A COL
LEGE STUDENT... YMBACS
1 if you ha ve ever price shopped
for Top R amen, you might be a
college .student
2 If you live ina house with three
couches, n one of which match,

radio,and doing your algebra
homework, ymbacs.
25. When you drive half way to
school before realizing it's Sat
urday and you're supposed to be
on your way to work, ymbacs.
26. When showering doesn't hap
pen on a daily basis, ymbacs.
27. When a blender is your first
major applicance, ymbacs.
28. When you're not a dork if you
wear your backpack on both
shoulders, ymbacs.
29. When weather begins to be a
major factor on your class atten
dance, ymbacs.
30. When you would rather do email than study for a test, ymbacs
35. When you spend a majority
of your time reading forwarded
mail, ymbac.
Courtesy of Mara Wilson
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Kids...Gotta Love 'Em!

My mother was unsympa
your face is all bumpy? Is that
your bag? What's in it? Can I thetic and told me I should be
happy that the children chose me
Up until a few years ago, if look?"
In one such instance, I could as a roll model. My father admon
you had asked me my opinion of
children, I would have wrinkled contain myself no longer. After ished me when I told him I was
my nose in disgust and answered, the third time the 9 year old boy tired of answering their stupid
asked, "What's in your bag?" I questions. "They are just trying
Ugh, I hate children."
ymbacs.
I didn't really "hate" them. It blurted out "It's none of your to learn", he said. Okay, like what
3. If you consider Macaroni and
am I supposed to say to a 4 year
was just the out of control, evil, business!"
Cheese a balanced meal,ymbacs
The mother of the boy, who old girl when she asks, "What's
sinister, brat ones that I so in
4. If you have ever written a
did nothing to stop his nagging that thing hanging down between
tensely despised.
check for 45 cents, ymbacs
I always seemed to run into questions, now suddenly attacked his legs?" "Well, gee hon', that's
brat children no matter where I me for my "rude" behavior. his penis."?
5. If your fine china consists of 5
There are some questions I'm
went. At concerts and movies, "Don't talk to my son like that!",
Star Wars glasses and some mi
just
not prepared to answer, and
she
bellowed
in
indignation.
they
would
sit
behind
me
and
crowave plates, ymbacs
"He's only a little boy. He doesn't some I wouldn't know how to
kick
the
chair,
whine
that
they
6. If you have ever seen two
were bored, and when fed sticky know any better. His father left answer even if I wanted. One of
consectutive sunrises without
candy to shut them up, would us 2 years ago and he's very in the girls I taught riding lessons
sleeping, ymbacs.
proceed to use my strangly hair secure. You've just set his therapy to was forever asking the same
7. If you g o to art gallery open
back 6 months. Thank You Very silly questions week after week,
as a napkin.
ings just for the free food, ymbacs
"Is that a mommy horse or a
In grocery stores, they would Much!"
8. If your underwear supply dic
As I choked back the words daddy horse? (neither, he's a
ran t heir carts into the back of my
heels in the checkout lane and "You're Welcome" from exiting gelding) Do you think the little
tates th e time between laundry
scream in operatic intensity, "I my mouth, I wanted to tell the baby (an 18 year old pony) horse
loads, ymbacs.
want that! Gimme dat! I want it! woman that the bag I was carry would like bubble gum or choco
9. If you can quote the honor
No
fair. You gots cigarettes. I ing contained an embarrassing late flavored icing on his birth
code on plagerism by heart,
want
candy!", as their exasper personal item and feminine hy day cake? Which horse do you
Weird American Laws
ymbacs
ated mothers shouted, "No", re giene products I had bought from think would be the prettiest if it
10. If you can pack your worldly
peatedly, and finally gave up the store when an "unexpected were a person?"
possesions into the back of a Alabama
At times, I would rather ar
while pretending to still be in friend" had visited me two weeks
pick-up in one trip, ymbacs
control by making the child put before it's appointed time. I won gue with an evolutionist that God
11. If you have ever had to jus * In Jasper, it is illegal for a hus back the King Sized candy in ex dered how her son would react if created the planets, than to go
tify yourself for drinking ginger band to beat his wife with a stick change for the normal sized one. he opened my bag and saw the through that same questioning
I was a child of the beating contents inside, and thought I had routine every week.
larger in diameter than his thumb.
ale on a Friday night, ymbacs
I tried saying, "You remem
era.
When my mother said no, she done nothing wrong under the
*
It
is
illegal
to
play
Do
minos
on
12. If the first thing you do in the
ber
you asked me that last week,
generally meant it, and getting circumstances.
morning is roll over and intro Sunday.
and
do you remember what I told
When
I
d
iscussed
this
with
a
her to change her mind took all
duce your self to four weeks of * It is illegal to wear a fake mous
the logical reasoning power of friend who had children of her you?"
tache that causes laughter in
dirty laundry, ymbacs
"No", came the slightly hurt
Plato and Aristotle combined. own, she told me I should have
reply....
13. If your bed time is no longer church.
done
the
adult
thing
and
lied.
When my father said no, we
I tried to be clever, "Well, I
10:00 PM, but 3:00 AM, ymbacs * Putting salt on a railroad track never asked again. Unlike "Just tell him you have books in
mother, father never struck us, the bag and you don't want them think the little baby horse would
14. If you consider Pizza one of may be punishable by death.
like bubblegum flavored icing on
but the fear of what he could do to get dirty."
the four major food groups,
"Yeah, lying to a little kid his cake."
to us if he chose to, was enough
Alaska
ymbacs.
"Why wouldn't he like
sounds real adult-like. And what
to keep us in line.
15. If you consider going to
chocolate?"
happens
when
he
says
he
wants
We weren't perfect children,
McDonalds and Revco the same * In Fairbanks, it is illegal tofeed
I tied being logical. "He's not
but
we
had enough sense to know to see the books and promises he
thing as going shopping for gro alcoholic beverages to a moose.
a
little
baby. Just because he is
won't
get
them
dirty?"
* While it is legal to shoot bears, that it was wrong to go up to an
smaller
than the other horses does
ceries, ymbacs.
"Well,
then
you
just
tell
him
overweight stranger and say,
16. If you've ever missed a class waking sleeping bears for the
"Gee Mr., you sure are fat", nor the truth; that you have personal not make him younger. Horses
to catch up on another, ymbacs. purpose of taking a photograph did we speak inappropriately, or items in the bag that are of no in are measured in hands and if they
are 14.2 hands are smaller, they
17. If yo u've ever sent e-mail to is prohibited.
make strange animal noises at terest to him."
are
considered a pony."
"And
if
he
still
wants
to
know
important functions like wed
the people you live with, ymbacs.
"Does he ever get jealous
what
type
personal
items
are
in
dings, funerals, and graduations.
18. If you refer to your meal card Arizona
because
he's not a big horse like
the
bag?"
We didn't beg for things in
^ "plastic", ymbacs.
all
the
others?"
My
friend
glared
at
me,
the store. We didn't torture ani
19. If you've ever spent a good * In Tucson, it is illegal for
I tried the mean approach, "I
mals. We never threw trash on the knowing she'd been beat. "Well,
women
to
wear
pants.
hour searching for your student
can't
answer that question. It
ground, and the one time we did you just can't go around telling
I D. just so you could get that one * In Globe, it is illegal to play laugh at a man with palsy, our children to mind their own busi doesn't make any sense! I don't
KNOW what the "horsey" is
dollar off at the movies, ymbacs. cards in the street with a Native mother made us feel like such ness, it's not polite behavior."
thinking!"
Sigh.
I
believe
that
was
the
20. If you've ever stayed up all American.
heathens that we rarely made fun
The little girl became silent.
tight just so you wouldn't sleep * In Glendale, it is illegal todrive of anyone's afflictions again. We point I was trying to make all
I
had
thought this was what I
along.
I
don't
mind
a
bit
of
a
car
in
reverse.
were taught that it was impolite
through your morning class,
wanted, but the guilt was beyond
*
In
Nogales,
it
is
illegal
to
wear
to
ask
embarrassing
questions
of
healthy
curiosity,
but
there
are
ymbacs.
people, but obviously other chil- limits to how much I can take. belief. Anything was better than
21. If you've ever called your suspenders.
At the stable where I boarded feeling like this.
dren were not.
roommates, not knowing where
"So, what flavor icing do you
my
horse
there were mothers who
As an adult, nothing irritated
you w ere at and asked them to Send Your Forwarded
think
the horsey would like,'' I
thought
my
only
joy
in
life
was
me more than to have some
come get you, ymbacs.
ask.
to
entertain
their
children
while
Funnies and Favorite stranger's kid come up to me and
In an instant I am venerated;
22. If you've ever called home
start asking personal questions they ignored them. Sometimes it
just to talk to your pets, ymbacs. Internet sites worth like, "Are you married? Do you wasn't that unpleasant, but when no hard feelings; no hurtful
23. If y 0u work your class sched surfing to the Inkwell have kids? How come you keep they began following me around stares. All is forgiven, just like
and mimicking my every move that, and suddenly it occurrs to
ule around Oprah, ymbacs
at "inkwell@mailgate. rubbing your nose like that? Is as if I were some goddess who me, that while I might not always
that your bookbag? Why do you
24. When you watch TV with no
armstrong.edu".
have a bookbag? Nuh, Uh, you're must be worshipped, I wanted to understand them, kids aren't re
volume, while listening to the
ally that awful after all.
too old to be in school. How come scream, ran and hide.
By BJ English
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Resistance is Futile, So Why Do We Keep Trying
Bv BJ English

soaked road (or in a school zone
during school hours) while
There is a saying that I have honking and swearing that I am
always tried to remember when I going too slow. It takes all the self
am losing my cool with someone control I can muster not to corover some ridiculous statement or rect someone who pronounces a
belief with which I do not agree, name incorrectly, especially,
The saying goes something like when I have gone to great lengths
this: "When a stranger views a to repeat the name slowly and
wise man arguing with a fool, it clearly in an effort to allow the
is impossible to tell the difference person to vindicate themselves
between the two."
with minimum embarrassment,
Too often, when we disagree After all, how difficult is it to prowith another person's opinion, we nounce my last name anyway?
tend to label them as fools and
I'm a good sport, as such. If
idiots who are too ignorant to see I am not certain that the way I
the truth as we imagine it to be. pronounce a word is correct, or
It is hard for us to see things whether there might be more than
through their eyes, even harder one way to pronounce it, I reach
for us to imagine how anyone liv- for the dictionary as soon as I am
ing in the '90s could profess to able. When I see that I am wrong,
believe in things that cannot with- I admit it, and admonish myself
stand the proof of evidence.
for being such a prude, but when
Still more irritating is the per- I am correct, I become Superson who insists that something is woman, and set out to reform the
something that it is not; the per- world before an evil injustice
son who thinks they know what continues to spread rampant
we are thinking, or why we did among a world of innocent besomething that they said we did ings.
on purpose, when we know we
Okay, in other words, I go
did it by accident; the person that overboard and end up making a
insists a maroon car is red and a fool of myself over something
chocolate colored dog is black in that isn't really that important
stead of dark brown; the person after all, but I suppose it is a flaw
that insists on believing that that has its merits to some small
something, or someone is bad, degree.
when no evidence exists to sup
Recently, I had an "argu
ment" with a friend over the type
port their suspicions.
For years, I have tried to con breed of horse she owned. I had
trol my unruly passions when it known the woman who had
comes to dealing with unreason owned the horse previously. She
able people. When it comes to had shown horses since early
areas such as religion, politics, childhood and had used this par
gender and sexual preference, ticular mare for show jumping.
there is really no way to win The horse was quite spirited and
someone over to your way of high strung. She had sold the
thinking. It has taken them a long horse to a fellow who could do
time to come to their convictions, little but run her, and became so
and unless you are pretty good at disgusted, that he sold her to my
lying or have a magnetic person friend less than a year later. She
ality thai hypnotizes people into spent a good deal of time calm
following your beliefs, you might ing the mare down, and was a
as well go argue your view point conscientious owner who took
with a tree. At least the tree will good care of all her animals,
benefit somewhat from your carThe woman who had shown
bon dioxide output.
the horse had told me that the
Still, I cannot occasionally mare was difficult to control
resist the temptation to take up when she became excited, and
my cause when I see an injustice blamed it on her bloodlines, yet
being done. I know it should not the other woman refused to acmatter to me whether someone cept that her horse was of this
refers to the sky as blue or tur- breed and searched magazine afquoise, and for the most part, I'm ter magazine until she had found
pretty flexible on discrepancies of the perfect composite of the breed
this sort, but there are some dis- she imagined her horse to be.
crepancies that never fail to drive
Now, common sense told me
me insane.
that resistance to this woman's
I cannot stand to have some- opinion as to the bloodlines of her
one speed past me on a rain horse was futile. Arguing would
Y
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do no good. No matter what I did
to try to convince her that she
owned a horse of one breed, she
would always claim the horse to
be of another.
Yet, that educated part of me
could not stand that this woman
could not see the truth. Instead of
listening to reason, she listened
to people who had as little clue
as she did as to the true breeding
of the horse.
To me, it was like listening
to someone claim that a
Dalmation was a Great Dane with
a thyroid problem. I just couldn't
let it go.
That night I went home and
looked through all my books on
equine breeds, but much to my
discontent, I could not find a
single picture that would convince this woman that I was right
and she was horribly, and undeniably WRONG (sarcasm intended)!
I searched the Internet,
browsed the library files, contacted breeders, until I had compiled an arsenal that not even a
politician running for reelection
could deny was the truth.
A few sleep deprived days
later, I proudly approached my
friend with a photo of a horse that
looked exactly like her own.
Using her own tactics, I
showed her the picture and in
quired, "Who does this look
like?"
When she remarked at the
horses' physical resemblance to
her own, I uncovered the caption
at the bottom of the photo and
gleamingly commanded, "Read
what it says."
She stood in silent shock at
the revelation, then quickly re
gained composure and started to
deny the evidence.
Like a trial lawyer in search
of exoneration, I quickly pulled
out a color flyer with 5 more
horses resembling her own. The
descriptions were undeniably
similar. She couldn't deny the
evidence. I had her at last!
"Well," she stated, followed
by a long pause, "I still don't
think she's one of these. My
friend Suzanne works at a Thor
oughbred stable and she thinks
she could be a rare Russian
Cosmitzuchin because of the way
she carries her head when the
birds fly north for the summer...."
Huh?
"You know, just because she
looks like the horses in the pic-

tures doesn't mean she s one of
them."
But, wasn't the reason she
thought the horse was that other
breed, because she LOOKED like
that picture m the magazine?
I finally gave up. What did it
matter whether she thought the
horse was this breed or that. It
wasn't like she was going to
breed her, or show her in an allbreed show where exact identification would be required. Why
couldn't I live in peace, allowing
other people to believe whatever
they wished to believe, whether
it agreed with what I believed or
not?
I could do this, I could walk
away and mind my own business

without bashing my brains out on
a tree because someone didn tsee
what I thought was obv'ou®I could do tnis. . AS
walking away wdha^ contorted
face and a slignt racial UCK
wouldn t quite come under_ co trol, rny friend piped up, un,
you hear about that man that was
attacked by an alligator wtien e
was trying to unplug a stopped up
toilet?
As I slowly made my way
around the corner of the stables
and headed toward my favorite
head bashing tree, I tried my best
to tell myself that my feelings of
superiority did not matter, but as
always, it would seem... resistance was futile,

The What If Poem:
A Widow's Lament
Published by permission of Be tty Nathan
What if I die tomorrow, Would anyone care?
What if another day is just as disappointing as the day
before?
What if I neper yet discovered as a "Well thought of"
artist in my lifetime?
What if there is only black nothing in the here after as
Nat believed?
What if all this life is a lesson in pain?
What if I never find a best friend?
What if happiness seems so far aWay?
What if I get sick and I am all alone and scared?
What if tone songs make me even lonelier than I feet
everyday?
What if I start talking to myself on a regular basis?
What if I come home and I never have any calls on my
telephone answering machine?
What if I always am atone on Saturdays and Sundays?
(Even though I call 4 people)?
What if grief overtakes my every Waking moment?
What if I go a Whole day Without crying?
What if a miracle happens and I steep at night for 5
straight hours?
What if I get happy on Fridays that Saturday and Sunday
are not desperate for me?
What if I go to a Doctor and he finds something Wrong
With me?
What if I keep getting fatter until I am 5 feet tall and 5
feet Wide?
What if all the records I have to keep overwhelm me for
the property?
What if I have to be dependent on strangers?
What if it's just me against the World?
The End.

entertainment/euents
Don't Miss Out on Beach Bash '97!
By J. Dion Couch
It's beginning to feel a lotlike
spring time, and summer is just
around the bend, bringing with it,
beach parties, fun in the sun and
music.
Why not get a head start on
all the other pale skins that live
in colder climes . The annual
Beach Bash is coming up Thurs
day May 9th at the new Tybee
Pier Pavilion. The Campus Union
Board has rented the pavillion
from 11 A.M. to 4 P.M., and has

and come to the BEACH BASH!
all kinds of fun stuff planned.
We are talking FREE FOOD This is one of the most popular
for the first 200 people that show CUB activities so don't be left
up; FREE SODAS and FREE out! Watch for the sign up sheets
ENTERTAINMENT which will to participate in the annual
feature the blues sounds of BEACH BASH games!
If you don't have a car and
STONEBRIDGE featuring
AASU's own Bill Black well and need transportation, let someone
the hip hop sounds of DJ 2ND in the Student Activities office
NATURE with special guest, know well in advance, and we'll
try to find someone who can give
rapper JAY LOVE!
So if you don't have class- you a lift to the beach.
Don't miss the fun!
skip work! If you do have class plead, beg and grovel to get out

"There is a BIG ham sandwich at the other end of this line -1 just know it!
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a.
When we were young
some of the kids used to force
little Joey to bite the heads off
of crickets.
If he didn't do it they'd
keep punching him in the arm
until he did.
One time they had to
punch him 30 or 40 times
before he ate it.
He went to college to
become an entomologist.
Who knows what he did
alone at night in the labs.
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Super Crossword

OF HEALTH
Migraine Triggers
(NAPS)—Better technology and
more complete medical information
are combining to give hope to
migraine sufferers.
Migraine is a debilitating head
ache, often accompanied by nau
sea, vomiting and an increased
sensitivity to light and noise.
Victims were once dismissed for
exaggerating their pain, but today
migraine is recognized as a disease
of the brain.

Excessive heat or cold can
trigger a migraine attack.

side
49 Black piano
96 Pride papas
key
97 Stout relative
50 Pressure
98 Inhabitant:
52 Take on
suffix
53 Chou En—
99 It's heard in
54 Flu, quaintly
a herd
56 Trattoria treat
57 Coup d'etat 101 Medieval
architecture?
59 Board
108 Charles or
61 NephroloBurl
gists' org.
112 Adam of
62 — volente
"Northern
63 Bad hair day?
Exposure"
67 Make, as
113 "To Live and
profit
Die —"
70 Start to paint
(1985 film)
7 2 l avista"
114 Composer
73 Carpentry
Khachaturian
tools
76 Circus prop 115 Improve
oneself, in
79 Rock star
a way
David Lee —
116 Homeric epic
80 Skater
117 Zanzibar has
Babilonia
two
82 Book before
118 Fiddling
Joel
emperor
83 He may be
119 Singer Ward
taxing
85 University of 120 "La —e
mobile"
Maine site
121 "—of Eden"
87 Time and
122 Quick-witted
again
123 Ed of "Lou
88 Guys'
Grant"
counterparts
89 Attila's horde? DOWN
92 Stains
1 Lloyd Webber
93 Is for two
musical
94 Comprehend
2 Dull pain
95 Teach on the
3 Periman of

ACROSS
1 Se asonal
song
6 "Woe is mel"
10 Shoats
14 Burst ol
energy
19 Blessed
sound?
20 Composer
Bartok
21 Shampoo
ingredient
22 Lawford or
Lupus
23 Bara of the
silents
24 Forest
females
25 Gin flavoring
26 Tabriz native
27 Circus barker
28 Boxing flurry?
31 Sedan school
33 "Star Trek"
journal
34 Essential
35 Wears
37 Fiction genre
39 Pablum
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Although there is no cure for
migraine, there are treatments
and others are being researched.
One investigational treatment now
under study involves control of a
certain brain chemical that regu
lates the size of blood vessels. This
chemical is believed to play a role
in the progression of migraine
headaches.
Participants in the study must
be 16 or older, with at least a six
month history of between one and
six attacks per month. Headache
evaluation, expert medical care,
and research-related treatments
are all offered at no cost. To see if
you qualify for the study or to find
the clinical site nearest you, call
1-800-57-STUDY, ext. 42.
The following are known to be
triggers, which cause migraine on
a regular basis:

23

• Excessive heat, cold, light,
motion, or noise
• Irregular sleep patterns
• Certain types of food, includ
ing cheese, red wine and chocolate;
or very cold foods, such as ice
cream
• Tobacco and alcohol
• Hormonal changes—especial
ly in young women.
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77 Godunov,
38 Initials for
e.g.
Jefferson
78 Tropical spot
Davis
39 Mitch Miller's 79 Search for
truffles
instrument
80 — de force
40 Memphis
81 Sothern or
deity
Sheridan
41 Job opening
84 Fortify
42 Non-stereo
85 "It's not my
43 Nail type
cup —"
44 Vineyard
86 Greek letter
name
90 Represses
45 "Birth —
91 Unwanted
Nation"
one
46 Word form
94 Jackson or
for "eye"
Farrell
47 Salon stock?
96"—
51 Tachometer
Miserables"
meas.
54 "Puppy Love" 97 Oriental
99 What
singer
trumpets do
55 Army off.
100 Car bomb?
58 Heidi's
101 Settled a
hangout
debt
59 Ritzy
102 Chip off
60 Stemward
Woody's
61"— see it..."
block?
64 — in the side
103 Rind
(affliction)
104 Label
65 H.S. exam
number
66 Small combos
105 Recruit-to-be
68 Sheena
106 Went under
of so ng
69 Nest noises 107 Arboreal Item
71 "—a Living" 109 Like Narcis
sus
74 Fear
110 Punta del —
75 Without
111 Showstopper
76 Adventure
115 Ewe said itl
story

"Cheers"
4 Dog-show
entries?
5 Mauna —
6 Pop star
Paula
7 Director
Sergio
8 Baldwin of
"The Shadow"
9 Cummer
bund or obi
10 Dispose of
deceptively
11 Poor
reasoning
12 Error
13 Trickle
14 Upright
relative
15 Conductor
Faith
16 A Four
Comers state
17 Monsieur
Coty
18 Speaker of
baseball
28 — vivant
29 "Untouch
able" Ness
30 Order of the
czar
32 Sky streakers
35 Like a cobra
36 Slanting
37 Form of
coverage:
abbr.
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